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General phenomenology of ionization from alignedmolecular
ensembles

PaulHockett
National ResearchCouncil of Canada, 100 SussexDrive, Ottawa, K1A 0R6, Canada

E-mail: paul.hockett@nrc.ca
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Abstract
Single andmulti-photon ionization of alignedmolecular ensembles is examined, with a particular
focus on the link between themolecular axis distribution and observable in various angle-integrated
and angle-resolvedmeasurements. Tomaintain generality the problem is treated geometrically, with
the aligned ensemble cast in terms of axis distributionmoments, and the response of observables in
terms of couplings to thesemoments.Within this formalism the angularmomentum coupling is trea-
ted analytically, allowing for general characteristics—independent of the details of the ionization
dynamics of a specificmolecule—to be determined. Limiting cases are explored in order to provide a
phenomenologywhich should be readily applicable to a range of experimentalmeasurements, and
illustrate howobservables can be sensitive tofine details of the alignment, i.e. higher-ordermoments
of the axis distribution, which are often neglected in experimental studies.We hope that this detailed
and comprehensive treatment will bridge the gap between existing theoretical and experimental
works, and provide both quantitative physical insights and a useful general phenomenology for
researchers workingwith alignedmolecular ensembles.

1. Introduction

Over the last decade techniques formolecular alignment have become increasingly advanced, and increasingly
popular. Perhaps themost common, and experimentally accessible, technique is non-adiabatic (or impulsive)
alignment, achieved via the interaction of a short, intense laser pulse with a rotationally cold, gas phase sample
[1–5]. In the case of an IR driving field,multiple cascaded Raman transitions occur during the pulse, populating
many rotational levels, thereby creating a broad rotational wavepacket in the system. After the pulse, the
wavepacket propagates under field-free conditions, and undergoes revivals at characteristic times, determined
by the rotational constants of themolecule. The utility of this type of alignment—as compared to adiabatic
alignment techniques—is that further experimentsmay be carried out in the vicinity of the revivals, thus
providing field-free conditions for thesemeasurements, albeit on a highly rotationally excited system.

Recent examples of the application of this technique span awide gamut ofmeasurements, includingweak
and strong-field photoelectron angular distributions (PADs) for probing dynamics [6–8] or ‘approaching the
molecular frame (MF)’ [9–13], high-harmonicmeasurements [14–19], angle-resolved ATI [20, 21], Coulomb
explosion [13, 22, 23] and x-ray diffraction [24] tomention just a few examples. Inmost cases the application of
alignment is at the qualitative level, where the alignment is optimized based on a proxy for the degree of
alignment (e.g. ionization yield at a revival feature of the rotational wavepacket [21, 25]), and the experimental
goal is tomaximize the alignment effect, or observe some phenomenawhichwould otherwise be obscured by
orientational averaging—for instance imaging torsionalmotions [26]. In other cases, the aim is amore
quantitative study of the rotational wavepacket behaviour [25, 27], or detailed understanding ofMFphenomena
which can be directly observed if the degree of alignment is high [24], ormay be ‘extracted’ frommeasurements
in the lab frame in certain cases provided the alignment is well-characterized and the coupling to the observable
well-understood [17, 28–30].
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In terms of a qualitative approach, the degree of alignment is often considered solely in terms of θ〈 〉cos2

(the expectation value of θcos2 ), where θ is the angle between themolecular axis and lab frame z-axis [4], and
thismetric is treated as completely defining the axis distribution in the lab frame. For a fuller treatment of the
molecular axis distribution, higher-ordermoments of the distribution (e.g. θ〈 〉cosn )must be taken into
account. For example, PADs are known to be sensitive to higher-order alignmentmoments [28, 31]. This
response of higher-order observables to higher-order alignmentmoments has long been implicit inwork on
photoionization, andwasfirst discussed explicitly in the context of recent work on rotational wavepackets by
Seideman [32] andUnderwood andReid [28]. Some of the implications of this coupling have been investigated
extensively in theorywork fromSeideman and co-workers [27, 30, 31, 33], themost recent of which discusses
the possibility ofmapping alignment viameasurement of PADs aswell as the use of other probe techniques.

Regardless of the aims of a given study, but of particular importance in experiments seekingMFproperties, is
the detailed understanding of the probe process, and the response of the observable to the degree of alignment.
At a basic level this is required to formulatemetrics to optimize the degree of alignment and interpret results in
terms of the underlying properties of interest. In the lowest-order approach, the optimumalignment
corresponds tomaximizing θ〈 〉cos2 and, practically, such optimization typically takes the formofmaximizing
the contrast observed between the alignment and anti-alignment features of a revival of the rotational
wavepacket. However, depending on the observable, the contrastmay be poor or negligible, even in the presence
of a highly aligned distribution, negating the use of such signals as ameasure of alignment1. In these cases amore
detailed treatment of the alignmentmay be necessary for even a qualitative interpretation of experimental
results.

At amore detailed level onemight hope to fully characterize the aligned distribution, allowing formore
quantitative analysis of experimental data. This is a non-trivial task but, despite the complications, such detailed
analysis has been attempted in a few cases, for example [8, 13–15, 20, 25, 29] all illustrate detailed analyses of the
prepared alignment and variousmolecular properties. In tandemwith the experimental efforts, various ab initio
studies have also presented results for specificmolecules and types ofmeasurements (see, for example, [27, 34–
37]). It is interesting to note that inmany cases (e.g. single photon ionization, fluorescence) the fundamentals
have long been known, but have only been applied in older studies where static alignments, or narrow rotational
wavepackets, were prepared2.

In this workwe also investigate the response of observables in photoionization experiments to aligned
distributions, and approach the problemquite generally from a geometric perspective. A geometric approach
allows for the separation of themolecular axis distribution fromother,molecule specific, properties [28, 38, 39].
We thus aim to provide a useful and general applied phenomenologywhich can provide qualitative and
quantitative insights into the ionization of aligned distributions. This treatment begins with the formalism of
Underwood andReid [28] (whichwas further discussed and extended in Stolow andUnderwood [39]), from
this we derive and discuss explicit forms for typical experimentalmeasurements.We further extend the
formalism toN-photon ionization, in order to discuss the link between single andmulti-photon ionization
processes, including both angle-integrated and angle-resolved observables. Typically, single andmulti-order
processes are treated independently by the ‘weak’ and ‘strong’field communities despite the similarities of the
underlying physical processes, so such a treatmentmay be useful in bridging this divide in some cases3. Using the
formalismpresentedwe explore the general formof different experimentalmeasurements—specifically angle-
integrated ionization yields as a function of pump–probe polarization geometry, polarization-angle resolved
measurements, and angle-resolved photoelectronmeasurements—and, by incorporating rotational wavepacket
calculations for an example systemunder typical experimental conditions, investigate limiting cases, providing
an aid to experimentalists working to prepare and optimize aligned distributions.

Although some aspects of this work are extant in the literature and knownby practitioners in either the
alignment community or the photoionization community, not tomention other fields whichmake use of

1
The illustration of this effect is one of the purposes of the current work, butwe note in passing that this issue is discussed in terms of

photoelectron yields in [58], wherein a certain choice of ionization parameters was shown to result in effectively no response of the yield to
molecular axis alignment, and in terms of ion fragment yields in [2], wherein different fragment channels were found to exhibitmarkedly
different revival contrast. In this latter case, the observationwas ascribed to the ionization channel dependence on probe laser intensity and
concomitant focal-volume averaging effects.
2
Wenote for completeness that there is a strong relation ofmuch recent work to rotational coherence spectroscopy (RCS), as developed by

Felker andZewail [72]. The primary difference between older andmoremodern alignment techniques is the preparation of the rotational
wavepacket using strong IR pulses, leading tomuch broader rotational wavepackets than those created via single (or few) photon absorption.
Additionally, the low-order observables in RCS render the observed signals sensitive to only low-ordermoments of the aligned distribution.
Similar comments holdwhen comparing frequency-resolved photoionizationmeasurements to time-resolvedmeasurements: the
underlying physics in terms of rotational couplings is identical, but the narrow rotational distributions prepared are phenomenologically
quite different.
3
It is the case, however, that the treatment developed here is strictly valid only in the perturbative regime, so can only be assumed to be

qualitative in the true strong-field regime. Formulti-photon processes atmoderate intensities, however, it should be applicable.

2
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strong-field alignment (as noted above), the complexity of thewavepacket and observables have resulted in very
fewworkswhich cross-over between these fields and cover all aspects fromwavepacket to observable. Notable
exceptions are experiments fromSuzuki and co-workers [7, 8, 40], and theory fromUnderwood andReid [28],
and Seideman and co-workers [27, 30, 32, 41]. In a following paper [42]we apply our formalism to ionization of
aligned butadiene and compare theorywith experimental results; hence, we aimhere to provide complementary
insights andmore direct comparison to experiment than existing studies, as well as a unified and generalized
geometric treatment of the relevant theory.Most generally, we aim to bridge the gap between theoretical
understanding of the physics, notably the angularmomentum coupling between the axis distribution and the
observables, and experiments where onemust treat specific cases, usually withmany unknowns, in particular
the precise,molecule-specific details of the probe process.

2. Theory

The necessary theory for a full treatment ofmolecular alignment and ionization is discussed here, with a focus on
quantification of the relevant parameters.We begin by treating the aligned distribution geometrically for the
most general case (full 3D axis alignment), and the simpler cases of 2D or 1Ddistributions which are applicable
to symmetric top and linearmolecules, and experimental configurations with cylindrical symmetry.We then
consider parametrization of alignment in detail, and the coupling of these alignmentmetrics into ionization
measurements, for single andmulti-photon ionization processes, including frame rotations and the response of
the observables in typical experimentalmeasurements. Throughout example calculations are used to illustrate
the equations, and investigate limiting cases, which are further discussed in section 3.

2.1. Axis distributionmoments (ADMs)
Webeginwith a description of the spatial distribution ofmolecular axis.Most generally, the distribution should
be described by an expansion in 3D functions, specifically theWigner rotationmatrices [39]:

∑Ω Ω=P t A t D( , ) ( ) ( ), (1)
K Q S

Q S
K

Q S
K

, ,

, ,

whereΩ Φ Θ χ= { , , } are the Euler angles describing the position of themolecular axis relative to a reference
frame, ΩD ( )Q S

K
, areWigner rotationmatrices and A t( )Q S

K
, are expansion parameters which are generally termed

the ADMs and, for dynamical systems,may be time-dependent. The quantumnumbersK,Q, S denote the rank/
moment of the distribution, and projections onto the space and body-fixed axis respectively.

The general formof the distribution can be simplified for the case of linear and symmetric topmolecules, for
which S=0only, and theWignermatrices can be replacedwith an expansion in 2D functions:

∑θ ϕ θ ϕ=P t A t Y( , , ) ( ) ( , ), (2)
K Q

K Q K Q

,

, ,

where θ ϕY ( , )K Q, are spherical harmonics. (Throughout thismanuscript we use upper-caseΘ Φ, for Euler
angles, and lower-caseθ ϕ, for spherical polar coordinates although, inmany cases, the angles are referenced to
the same axis, hence are identical.)

In the case of a cylindrically symmetric distribution, for whichQ=0, a further simplification to use 1D
functions can bemade:

P∑θ θ=P t A t( , ) ( ) (cos ( )), (3)
K

K K

whereP θ(cos ( ))K are Legendre polynomials in θcos ( ), and normalization factors relative to the spherical
harmonic expansion above are subsumed into theAK.

In practice, the laboratory frame (LF) of reference polar axis (z) is chosen to be defined by the laser
polarization axis for linearly polarized light, or the propagation axis for elliptically (or pure circularly) polarized
light, of the (pump) laser pulse used to prepare the aligned sample. In the former case the axis distribution is
constrained to be cylindrically symmetric, and in both cases there is reflection symmetry along the polar (z) axis,
soK= 0, 2, 4, 6....Kmax (oddK can only appear in the case of an oriented distribution).

In the remainder of this workwe restrict our discussion to the case of linearly polarized laser pulses for
simplicity, although the formalism given here can be applied to any arbitrary polarization state. For linearly
polarized light the axis distributions are defined by the cylindrically symmetric P(θ, t), as given by equation (3),
although the symmetrymay be broken in the case of a frame rotation between pump and probe pulses (see
below), which can lead to aϕ dependence of the axis distribution in the probe reference frame. To allow for this,
we use the spherical harmonic expansion given by equation (2) as themore general definition throughout this

3
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work, evenwhen discussing cylindrically symmetric distributions (Q=0, noϕ dependence), but omit theϕ label
in cylindrically symmetric cases.

Examples of cylindrically symmetric axis distributions with increasingKmax are shown infigures 1(a)–(c),
and the effect of a frame rotation between pump and probe polarization axis for linearly polarized pulses is
shown infigure 1(d).

The effect of a frame rotation frompump to probe frames, as illustrated infigure 1(d), can be expressed in
terms of the original and final ADMs and the rotationmatrix element which transforms between the frames
according to the set of Euler anglesΩ:

∑∑Ω Ω′ =′ ′A t D A t( ; ) ( ) ( ), (4)K Q

K Q

Q Q
K

K Q, , ,

∑ Ω= ′D A t( ) ( ), (5)
K

Q
K

K,0 ,0

where the second line includes the assumption thatQ=0, i.e. the initial distribution is cylindrically symmetric.
Even in the case of such a distribution, the probe framemay contain termswith ′ ≠Q 0. Figure 2 shows the
application of a frame rotation byΘ on the ADMs illustrated infigure 1(b) (A2,0 = 1,A4,0 = 0.5). Such rotations
are important for consideration of themapping of rotational wavepackets, and the understanding of angle-
resolvedmeasurements, since they appear through the dependence of the observable on the polarization
geometry of themeasurement.

Figure 1.Example axis distributions θ ϕP ( , ) for distributions with (a) =A 12,0 , (b) = =A A1, 0.42,0 4,0 and (c)
= = =A A A1, 0.4, 0.32,0 4,0 6,0 . (d) shows the distribution in (a) after a frame rotation ofΘ between the pump (alignment) pulse

and the probe (ionization) pulse, with polarization vectors ′E andE respectively; the polarization geometry of themeasurement is thus
defined byΘ. The spherical polar coordinate system θ ϕ( , ) and the Euler anglesΩ= {Φ,Θ, χ} are also shown in (a) and (d)
respectively.

Figure 2.Behaviour of axis distributionmoments ′ ′AK Q, under frame rotation ofΘ for a distributionwith = =A A1, 0.52,0 4,0 in the
initial, unrotated frame (Θ=0).Note that curves for± ′Q are sign invariant for evenQ′.

4
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2.2. Rotational wavepackets
In order to calculate the axis distributions defined geometrically above, for a specificmolecular system,
knowledge of the rotational wavefunction is required. In alignment experiments as discussed above, a rotational
wavepacketψ t( ) is prepared via interactionwith an intense IR pump laser pulse, and then evolves under field-
free conditions.

The axis distribution is determined by the projection of this wavefunction onto the Euler angles Ω̂, and
integrated over the unobserved angles. For the cylindrically symmetric case (i.e.Φ and χ are summed over) this is
given by [43]:

∬θ Ω ψ Φ χ=
π

P t t( , ) ˆ ( ) d d . (6)

0

2
2

The rotational wavefunction can be expanded in the symmetric-top basis:

∑ψ =t c t JKM( ) ( ) , (7)
J

J

where J K, andM are the usual symmetric-top quantumnumbers, denoting rotational angularmomentum J
and projectionsK andM onto themolecular and LF z-axis respectively; t is the time, where t=0 (henceforth
denoted t0) is defined by the peak of the pump laser pulse and the end of the laser pulse by tf ; the cJ(t) are the
expansion coefficients.

Because the∣ 〉JKM state populations do not change after the interactionwith the laser pulse, allfield-free
temporal evolution of the axis distribution ( >t t f ) is contained in the phase of the cJs, and is given by:

= π ′( )c t c t( ) e (8)J J f
E t2 J

The calculation ofP(θ, t) therefore depends on the calculation of the cJ(t), which requires knowledge of the
rotational energy levelsEJ and the c t( )J f . This final aspect, determined by the light–matter interaction during the
pump laser pulse ( <t t f ),must be treated numerically and is discussed in appendix A.

In this workwe use butadiene as a specific example, and base calculations ofP(θ, t) on ‘typical’ experimental
conditions (peak intensity (I)=5TW cm−2, pulse length (τ) = 400 fs, rotational temperature (Tr) = 2 K), chosen
to correspond to recent experimental work on butadiene (whichwill be discussed in a later publication [42]). In
the calculationswe assume a symmetric topmolecule, the relevant rotational constants and polarizabilities for
butadiene are given in appendix A. The calculated P(θ, t) in this case is shown infigure 3, in bothCartesian and
polar forms4. Full discussion of the results, and the coupling ofP(θ, t) into the observables defined in the
remainder of this section, can be found in section 3; herewe note simply that the distribution exhibits a high
degree of spatial anisotropy, with population heavily weighted to the poles, indicating high-orderAK,Q terms are
present (see the low-order distributions shown infigure 1), and evolves rapidly along the temporal coordinate.

2.3. Alignmentmetrics
As discussed above, the degree of alignment is often quantified and reported in the literature in terms of

θ〈 〉tcos ( , )2 , the expectation value of θcos ( )2 at time t. Thismetric of the axis alignment is defined by [43, 44]:

∑

∑

θ ψ θ ψ

θ

=

= ′
′

′
′

t t t

c t c t J KM JKM

cos ( , ) ( ) cos ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) cos ( ) , (9)

J K M J

J K M J

J J

2

, , ,

2

, , ,

* 2

where thematrix element can be calculated analytically. The expectation value can also bewritten in terms of the
axis distribution. For the 1D case this is given by:

∫θ θ θ θ=
π

t P tcos ( , ) cos ( ) ( , )d . (10)2

0

2

2

Thus θ〈 〉tcos ( , )2 can be obtained directly from thewavefunction, or extracted from the full axis distribution
by projection onto θcos ( )2 . This is just anotherway of obtaining a second-ordermoment of the axis distribution,
expressed in a cosine basis. By use of equations (1)–(3), selected according to the dimensionality of the problem,
themoments obtained in this fashion can also be directly related to the ADMs for any order expectation value

4
For clarity, we note that although asymmetric tops are covered by the analytical framework discussed above, due to the symmetric top

treatment employed numerically the results illustrated here will not show any effects associatedwith asymmetric top rotational wavepacket
dynamics [68].

5
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θcos ( )n . Continuingwith the 1D case (equation (3)), this yields:

P∫∑θ θ θ θ=
π

t A tcos ( , ) ( ) cos ( ) (cos ( ))d . (11)n

K

K
n

K

0

2

The θ〈 〉cos ( )n are therefore a linear combination of the ADMs, weighted by the overlap integral for eachK.
From these considerations, it is clear that the use of θ〈 〉tcos ( , )2 as ametric for characterizing an aligned
distribution depends on the exact characteristics ofP(θ, t). Distributionswith significant high-orderAK,Qmay
not bewell-described by θ〈 〉tcos ( , )2 alone. Similarly, the nature of the probe process will dictate whether
higher-order terms are coupled into the observable, providing a second criterion for the necessity of higher-
order terms. Although this point has been discussed before in the literature (e.g. [31]), it appears to be the case
thatmost work on aligned distributions considers only the second-order ( θ tcos ( , )2 )moment, so
demonstration of the effects of higher-ordermoments remains a significantmotivation in this work. For non-
cylindrically symmetric cases, expectation values of cos2 for other angles are also used to quantify the full 3D
alignment [44, 45], and recently a singlemetric for 3D alignment based on this has been proposed [46]; naturally
thesemetrics will similarly be of best utility for probe process insensitive to higher-ordermoments of the
distribution.

Continuing the concrete example of awavepacket calculation for butadiene (treated as a symmetric top), as
sketched above and illustrated in figure 3, the corresponding alignmentmetrics θ〈 〉tcos ( , )2 and A t( )2,0 are

shown infigure 4.Here θ〈 〉tcos ( , )2 was calculated directly from the rotational wavefunction, as defined in
equation (9), while A t( )2,0 was found by fitting the calculatedP(θ, t) to an expansion in spherical harmonics, as
defined in equation (2). In this case the temporal response of the twometrics is identical, and they can be
regarded as providing effectively equivalent information on the second-ordermoment of the axis distribution.
Full discussion of these results are again deferred to section 3.

Figure 3.Calculated P(θ, t) for butadiene in the vicinity of the half-revival of the rotational wavepacket, results are shown as (a)
Cartesian plot and (b) polar plot.

6
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2.4. Ionizationmodel
Herewe consider the resulting photoelectron signal from ionization of an aligned distribution for a variety of
cases.We beginwith a full treatment of one-photon ionization, then generalize to the case ofN-photon
ionization, andfinally discuss ionization via a resonant intermediate state. All these cases are typical of
contemporary experiments on aligned systems although, to the best of our knowledge, only the former has been
treated in detail in the literature with regard to ionization of aligned ensembles. The treatment presented here
also includes frame rotations between the aligned frame and the probe frame, allowing for treatment of
polarization-basedmethodologies such as angle-resolved ATI [21].

In all cases the aligned distribution is assumed to be created via an intense IR pulsewhich prepares a broad
rotational wavepacket as described above. The resulting distribution P(θ, t) is described in terms of ADMs, i.e. as
a geometric parameter, as detailed above. Ionization is treatedwithin the dipole approximation, hence the

ionizationmatrix elements have the general form Ψ Ψ μ Ψ〈 ∣ ∣ 〉+ r; .e i , and describe the dipole coupling of the

initial stateΨ i to thefinal composite state, composed of ion and photoelectron. By expanding the ionization
matrix elements in terms of angular and radial functionsmost of the geometric coupling of the ionizationmatrix
elements can be described analytically, allowing for certain,molecule-independent, properties and phenomena
to be determined [38].

Treating the distribution geometrically is valid for the ionization step providing that (a) rotations are
separable from the vibronic wavefunction, hence there is no coupling between rotational dynamics and other
molecular properties; (b) the energy-dependence of the ionizationmatrix elements is negligible over the span of
rotational levels populated; (c) that the ionization laser pulse can be treated as constant over the energy span of
the rotational wavepacket, allowing all initially populated rotational states to be coupled into the ionization.
Under these approximations the angularmomentum coupling can be solved analytically [39]. In the case of
ionization schemes involvingmore than a single photon this stipulation should also hold provided there are no
dynamics in the intermediate state(s) on the time-scale of rotationalmotion5. For directN-photon ionization
via virtual states on the time-scale of the laser pulse (typically< 100 fs), this is expected to be a valid
approximation. For the case of ionization via a resonant intermediate—a typical scheme in pump–probe type
experiments investigating excited statemolecular dynamics—this conditionmay be broken depending on the
time-scales involved. In such cases, an explicit treatment of the rotational wavepacket on the excited state would
be required to fully account for the evolution ofP(θ, t) on the time-scale of the experiment, but a sudden-type
approximationwithout inclusion of these additional dynamicsmay still provide a reasonable starting point.
Finally, we note that the treatment given here assumes that the light–matter interaction is perturbative, so does

Figure 4.Alignmentmetrics (a) θ〈 〉tcos ( , )2 and (b) A t( )2,0 corresponding to the P(θ, t) distribution shown infigure 3.

5
This is essentially the sudden approximation as applied to rotationalmotions.

7
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not allow forfield intensity effects. As such, it is not generally valid for strong-field ionization but, geometrically,
should still provide useful insight to angle-resolvedmeasurements at low computational cost.

2.4.1. One-photon ionization
The one-photon case has been extensively treated in the literature [28, 30, 39, 41].We recount here the salient
details, with a specific focus on the coupling of the observable to theAK,Q, then proceed to determine the
properties of specific types ofmeasurement and extend the formalism to theN-photon case.

The full photoelectron angular distribution can bemost generally expressed as amultipole expansion
(analogous to θ ϕP t( , , )discussed above, see equation (2)):

∑θ ϕ β θ ϕ=I t t Y( , , ) ( ) ( , ). (12)
L M

L M L M

,
, ,

Here the polar coordinates reference the LF, as defined by the probe pulse (see figure 1(d)), inwhich the
photoelectron flux as a function of angle and time ismeasured6. The LF β t( )L M, can bewritten in terms of the
coherent square of the dipolematrix elements: for the ionization of an aligned ensemble, in the perturbative and
dipole approximations, and assuming that all time-dependence is contained in the axis distribution, the β t( )L M,

can bewritten as [28, 39]:

∑β

λ λ

= + − −

× ∑ ∑ + − −

× ∑ − − ′ ′ − − ′ ′ −

× ∑ ∑ − + ′ + ′
− ′

′

× − ∑ ∑ ∑ ′

′

λ λ
λ

Γ Γ μ μ λ
Γμ

λ
Γ μ Γμ Γ μ

− −

−

′

′ ′
′

′−
′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′

′ ′
′ ′
′ ′

( )
D D

t L
P

p p R e e

K
P K L

Q M Q M
A t

P
q q q q

P K L
q q q q

l l l l L
M

l l L

i b b q q

( ) (2 1) ( 1)
1 1

(2 1) ( )

( 1)
1 1

0

( 1) (2 1) (2 1)
0 0 0

( ) ( ) ( ). (13)

L M
P

P
p p

K Q K Q

q q q
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,
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⎝
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⎝

⎞
⎠

Thefirst line of equation (13) describes the polarization state of the ionizing radiation; the photon carries 1
unit of angularmomentumwith projection p onto the lab frame z-axis. For linearly polarized light alignedwith
the LF z-axis p=0, hence from the 3-j symbolP=0, 2 andR=0. The spherical tensor components −e p describe
the polarization and amplitude of the ionizing radiation, for the case of linearly polarized light along the z-axis

= =−e e ep z0 and the term e ez z
* can be set to equal unity.

The second and third lines of equation (13) describe the convolution of theMFwith the aligned axis
distribution, P(θ, t), expressed as ADMs. The lightfield hasMFprojection terms q. Terms in q=0 thus represent
ionizing light polarized along theMF axis, while = ±q 1 terms represent light polarized perpendicular to theMF
axis. If the LF andMF are coincident then a single value of q= p is selected, while an arbitrary rotation serves to
mix terms in q as the LF polarization axis is projected onto differentMF axis. Thismixing (and averaging), due to
the ADMs, is described by the coupling ofP andK into the finalmultipolemoments L.

The remaining lines of equation (13) deal with the photoelectron and ‘molecular’ terms.Here λl( , )
represent the photoelectron partial wave components [38, 47], with (orbital) angularmomentum l, andMF
projection λ. The terms ΓμD q( )hl represent the symmetrized radial components, with symmetrization coefficients

λ
Γμbhl (see appendix B), of the (radial) dipolematrix elements for each symmetry-allowed continuumΓ

[39, 48, 49],

∑Ψ ψ Ψ=Γμ Γμ+ ( )D q r Y r( ) ; ˆ , (14)hl hl
e

s

s q s
i,

1,

whereψ Γμ
hl

e, are the partial wave components of the photoelectronwavefunctionΨ e and the summation is over

all electrons s. Thesematrix elements are complex, andmay also bewritten in the form = ∣ ∣Γμ Γμ η− Γμ
D D ehl hl

i hl ,
where η is the total phase of thematrix element, often called the scattering phase. The radialmatrix elements and
phases are the only part of equation (13)which are not analytic functions and, in general, must be determined
numerically [50, 51] or from experiment [52–54] for quantitative understanding of a given system. Symmetry-
based arguments can, however, provide ameans of determiningwhich integrals are non-zero, hence which λl( , )
can appear inΨ e. Such considerations therefore allow for phenomenological, qualitative, or possibly semi-
quantitative, treatments of photoionization for a givenmolecule, and are discussed in appendix B.

6
Although omitted here, there is also an energy dependence to the dipolematrix elements and, hence, to the observable θ ϕI t( , , ).
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The effect of the averaging over a distribution ofmolecular axis directions is to lose sensitivity in the PADs. In
particular, the observed anisotropy in the LFPAD cannot bemore than that arising from the coupling of the
probe photon to the aligned distribution ofmolecules, as can be seen from the 3-j term linking termsP K L, , .
This limits L to the range∣ − ∣ +P K P K... in integer steps. For instance, if the alignment is prepared by a single
pumpphoton then a θcos2 axis distribution is created, and the only non-zero alignment parameters are A0,0 and
A2,0. Because P=0, 2 only, the alignment in this case would restrict β t( )L M, to termswith L=0, 2, 4
(additionally, for cylindrically symmetric cases, = − =M Q 0). As the degree of alignment increases higher-
orderK terms are required to describe the axis distribution and the LF ensemble result approaches the trueMF
[28].Higher order terms in equation (13) can be observed, hencemore information is present in the LFPADand
a greater sensitivity to any property which affects the PADs, e.g. the evolution of the axis distribution itself,
intermediate state dynamics in a pump–probe experiment, and so on,may be obtained.

For an angle-integratedmeasurement (photoelectron yield), integration over θ ϕ{ , } leaves only the leading
term β t( )0,0 , and angular coherences between partial waves are integrated out of themeasurement. In this case
the terms remaining in (13) are significantly restricted by the 3-j terms. Allowed terms have l= l′andP=K. For
instance, for one-photon ionization of a distributionwithP=0, 2, only A t( )K Q, withK= 0, 2will be coupled to
the ionization yield. Depending on themagnitudes of the parallel and perpendicular ionizationmatrix elements,
this can result in the one-photon yieldmapping the A t( )2,0 somewhat directly [31].

Tomake the geometric convolution of the axis distribution andMFphotoionizationmore explicit,
equation (13) can also bewritten in the form [28]:

∑β = −t A t a( ) ( ) , (15)L M
K Q

K Q KLM,
,

,

where the aKLM contain all the other terms of equation (13). As per equation (13), the allowed values ofM andQ
are coupled; for cylindrically symmetric geometries, i.e. probe polarization parallel to the pumppolarization,
Q=M=0. In this case the photoelectron yield is given by:

∑β =
=

t A t a( ) ( ) , (16)
K

K K0,0
0,2

,0 00

= +A t a A t a( ) ( ) . (17)0,0 000 2,0 200

Since the zero-order term A t( )0,0 is just the total population of the rotational states forming thewavepacket
(often normalized to unity), it is a constant in the absence of any population dynamics, and any time-
dependence observed in the ionization yield is due to the second-order term, as asserted above.

The effect of frame rotations on the β t( )L M, can also be simply expressed using this form, and employing the
Wigner rotationmatrix:

∑∑β Ω Ω′ =′
′

′ −t D A t a( ; ) ( ) ( ) , (18)L M
K Q Q

Q Q
K

K Q KLM,
,

, ,

∑∑= ′
′

− ′ ′A t a( ) , (19)
K Q

K Q KLM,

where the second form follows from the assumption thatQ=0.HereΩ Φ Θ χ= { , , } is the set of Euler angles
describing the frame rotation between the alignmentfield and the probefield, and the properties in the rotated
frame are denoted by primes. The rotationmixesmultipole componentsQwithin a given rankK. Because of the
coupling betweenQ andM (the second 3-j term in equation (13)) different terms,M′, are allowed in the rotated
frame. As discussed above, and illustrated in figures 1 and 2, such a frame rotation can break the symmetry of an
initially cylindrically symmetric distribution, henceM′may be non-zero even ifM=0.

Applying again the stipulations above, the ionization yield for a cylindrically symmetric distribution (Q=0)
under a rotation ofΘ between the alignment and ionization fields, is then given by:

∑ ∑β Θ Θ′ =
= ′

′t D A t a( ; ) (0, , 0) ( ) , (20)
K Q

Q
K

K K0,0
0,2

,0 ,0 00

∑ ∑ Θ=
= ′

′d A t a( ) ( ) , (21)
K Q

Q
K

K K

0,2

,0 ,0 00

Θ

Θ

= +

+

A t a d A t a

d A t a

( ) ( ) ( )

2 ( ) ( ) , (22)

0,0 000 0,0
2

2,0 200

2,0
2

2,0 200

= + ′ + ′( )A t a A t A t a( ) ( ) 2 ( ) , (23)0,0 000 2,0 2,2 200
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where Θ′d ( )Q Q
K

, is the reducedWigner rotationmatrix element, andwe have used the identities =d 10,0
0 ,

= −d d2,0
2

2,0
2 [55]. This formmakes explicit the fact that the frame rotationmixes additionalQ terms into

β Θ′ t( ; )0,0 as compared to β Θ =t( ; 0)0,0 (equation (17), see alsofigure 2). Therefore, in general, ameasurement

of β Θ′ ≠t( ; 0)0,0 will notmap A t( )2,0 as directly as β Θ′ =t( ; 0)0,0 .
Ameasurement of the photoelectron yield as a function ofΘwill therefore have the general form (using

equation (3.93) fromZare [55]):

Θ β Θ π Θ

π Θ

= ′ = +

+

I t t A t a A t a Y

A t a Y

( ; ) ( ; ) ( )
4

5
( ) ( , 0)

2
4

5
( ) ( , 0). (24)

0,0 0,0 000 2,0 200 2,0
*

2,0 200 2,2
*

1
2

1
2

⎜ ⎟

⎜ ⎟

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

Experimentally, this corresponds to ameasurement of the photoionization yield as a function of polarization
geometry (defined byΘ, as illustrated infigure 1(d)).Measurements of this formmay bemade for allΘ, yielding
the polarization-angle-resolved ionization yield as a quasi-continuous function, or compared at selectedΘ to
provide ‘transient anisotropy’measurements, for example the standard formulation (which compares yields at
Θ=0 andΘ= π/2) has been exploredwith respect to ionization [56]. Clearly, a polarization-resolved
measurement of this formmay be expected to display relatively complex angular structure, with up to four lobes
on the interval Θ π⩽ ⩽0 2 due to the summation ofY2,0 andY2,2 terms, despite the fact that only the second-
ordermoment of the axis distribution is invoked. This serves to illustrate how even an apparently simple
experimentalmeasurementmay respond in amore complex fashion than anticipated to an aligned ensemble.

2.4.2.Multi-photon ionization
Formally, a directmulti-photon ionization process constitutes a ladder of transitions through virtual states. In
terms of the decomposition of this ladder of transitions into dipolematrix elements for each successive photon
absorption—a direct extension of the one-photon case discussed above—the complexity rapidly grows, and
may be further complicated by near-resonances with real bound states. A full treatment of such cases for atomic
ionization has been given by Bebb andGold [57], including the derivation of an effectiveN-photonmatrix
element to reduce the complexity of the problem7.Herewe take a similar approach and consider treating the
ionization as an effective one-photon transition inwhich the photon angularmomentum is large. The ionization
would then have a form essentially as equation (13), butwith the photon carryingNunits of angular
momentum. Such a treatment should allow for at least a qualitative picture of the directionality of the ionization,
and in particular the polarization-angle-resolved ionization yields I(Θ,t), with a clear link to themultipoles
involved in themolecular axis alignment and ionization process.

The immediate result is that P can takemanymore values than in the one-photon case. For a cylindrically
symmetric distribution equation (20) becomes:

∑ ∑β Θ Θ′ =
= ′

′t D A t a( ; ) (0, , 0) ( ) . (25)
K N Q

Q
K

K K0,0
0 ... 2

,0 ,0 00

Hence higher-order ADMsmay be coupled to the observed signal, according to the value ofN. In practice one
would expect, therefore, to observemore structure in the alignment trace (temporal signal) β Θ′ t( ; )0,0 for a given
Θ, due to the coupling of largerK into the signal. Similarly,more angular structuremay be observed in the angle-
resolved yield I(Θ,t) and the PADs, θ ΘI t( , ; ), recorded for a given polarization geometry. Because lmax, the
maximumphotoelectron angularmomentum,will also growwithN, it is likely that high-order ADMs are always
coupled to such high-order processes, regardless of the exact details of the photoionizationmatrix elements.

Physically, one can understand the higher-order angularmomenta as signifying amore directional
ionization event. For example, in the limit of tunnel ionization, the outgoing electron is confined to a narrow
angular spread by the shape of the tunnel, and one can envisage a jet of electron flux centred on the laser
polarization axis8. In the framework of angularmomentum theory, this is exactly equivalent to a process with
high angularmomentum. This is the same concept as discussed in section 2.1, where it was seen that
contributions from larger angularmomentaK give rise to a sharper, ormore directionally localized, axis

7
Formore details see also Lambropoulos et al [73], who discussedmany of the general issues inmulti-photon ionization, including details of

a range of formal treatments. Examples of the treatment ofN-photon absorption for smallN, inwhich allmatrix elements are treated
explicitly using a similar formalism to that employed in this work, can be found in, for example, [74–76]. Amore recent treatment, including
discussion of perturbative versus non-perturbative regimes, can be found in [77].
8
Although, to reiterate a point already noted above, since a perturbative geometric treatment of the type shownherewill not take intensity

effects into account, for processes involving laser fields beyond the perturbative limit (≳1011W cm−2) it is best considered as a
phenomenological comparator for the angular dependence of different polarization geometries and/or photon orders at a fixed intensity.
Furthermore, this picture is somewhat of a simplification for complex systems, see for instance [78, 79].
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distribution. Ultimately, the angular-dependence of any observable, expressed in terms of an expansion in
angular functions, can contain very high-order terms for processes which are highly directional.

2.4.3. Ionization via resonant intermediate states
TheN-photon case discussed above assumed that all intermediate states were virtual and, consequently, did not
provide any restrictions on the ionization. A distinctly different case arises when there is a single, ormultiple,
resonant intermediate state(s), because bound–bound transitions carry strict selection rules. In the context of
this discussionwe are concernedwith the directionality, or polarization, of the bound–bound transition, as
determined by the electronic dipole selection rules. Herewe discuss the simplest case of a single bound–bound
transition at the one-photon level prior to ionization—a 1+N resonantly enhancedmultiphoton ionization
(REMPI) process. The geometric formalism presented could readily be extended tomore complex processes.

In the case of a one-photon bound–bound transition the initially prepared P(θ, t) will be raised by an
additional power of θcos ( )2 for a parallel transition, or θsin ( )2 for a perpendicular transition, where the
transition direction is defined by the symmetry of the bound states involved and the dipole operator. This can be
considered purely geometrically, and the transition amplitudes are not required tomodel this process assuming
only a single transition is allowed (ormultiple transitions are resolved and can be considered independently).
Strictly, such a transitionwill change the composition of the rotational wavepacket; however, under the
assumption that there are no dynamics on the excited state (ionization is effectively instantaneous/rapid
following excitation as compared to rotations as discussed above)—hence no rotational wavepacket
propagation need be taken into account—then a geometric treatment is valid. Furthermore, the one-photon
absorption contains coupling termswhich change J by ±0, 1, sowill onlyminimally affect the envelope of a
broadwavepacket.

In a purely geometric treatment, the axis distribution following a parallel transition is given by:

θ θ θ′ =∥P t P t( , ) cos ( ) ( , ) (26)2

and for the perpendicular case by:

θ θ θ′ =⊥P t P t( , ) sin ( ) ( , ) (27)2

The equation above can bewrittenmore explicitly in terms of the initial ADMs; for the parallel case we have:

∑θ θ θ ϕ′ =∥P t A t Y( , ) cos ( ) ( ) ( , ) (28)
K Q

K Q K Q
2

,

, ,

∑θ θ ϕ∝ +( )Y A t Y
1

3
( , 0) 1 ( ) ( , ), (29)

K Q

K Q K Q2,0

,

, ,

where the∝ arises because some normalization factors have been neglected. Similarly, for the perpendicular case
we have:

∑θ θ θ ϕ′ =⊥P t A t Y( , ) sin ( ) ( ) ( , ) (30)
K Q

K Q K Q
2

,

, ,

∑θ θ ϕ∝Y A t Y( , 0) ( ) ( , ). (31)
K Q

K Q K Q2,2

,

, ,

For cylindrically symmetric cases (Q=0) and single photon ionization (K=0,2) these equations simplify further
to:

θ θ θ θ′ ∝ + + +∥ ( ) ( )P t A t Y A t Y Y( , ) ( ) 1 ( , 0) ( ) ( , 0) ( , 0) (32)0,0 2,0 2,0 2,0 2,0
2

and

θ θ θ θ′ ∝ +⊥P t A t Y A t Y Y( , ) ( ) ( , 0) ( ) ( , 0) ( , 0), (33)0,0 2,2 2,0 2,0 2,2

where θY ( , 0)0,0 has been assumed to be normalized to unity.
Hence, equation (17) becomes:

β θ θ θ= + + +∥ ( ) ( )t A t a Y A t a Y Y( ) ( ) 1 ( , 0) ( ) ( , 0) ( , 0) (34)0,0 0,0 000 2,0 2,0 200 2,0 2,0
2

for the parallel case and, for the perpendicular case:

β θ θ θ= +⊥ t A t a Y A t a Y Y( ) ( ) ( , 0) ( ) ( , 0) ( , 0). (35)0,0 0,0 000 2,2 2,0 200 2,0 2,2

As expected, in both cases higher-order angularmoments appear in the observable, although only the
second-ordermoment of the originally prepared P(θ, t) appears in the final equations. These equations show
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explicitly how resonantmulti-photon ionization processesmay respond to aligned ensembles in relatively
complexways, due both to the additional photon angularmomentum coupled into the ionization and the angle-
dependence of the resonant step. Aswas the case for frame rotations, suchmeasurements respond to the P(θ, t)
but in a less-than-directmanner, and this response is highly dependent on the nature of the probe process.

3. Application

Following from the theory outlined above, we explore the response of single andmulti-photon ionization to
molecular alignment for angle-integrated and angle-resolvedmeasurements.Wefirst consider the ADMs in
detail, and discuss general features whichmight be expected for anymolecular ensemble. Time-resolved
ionization for a typical aligned ensemble, for various angle-integrated and angle-resolvedmeasurements, is then
discussed. Specifically, we consider the limiting cases of a one-photon probe and 1+ 1’REMPI scheme, both of
which are common experimental techniques, w.r.t. both the axis distribution and the ionizationmatrix
elements. For themulti-photon casewe investigate the effect ofN on the observables, as a function of the axis
distribution, for a specific ionization process. These results should provide a general guide to experimentalists
workingwith aligned distributions, since the order of the terms coupled into a given observable can significantly
affect the experimentallymeasured quantities.

3.1. Axis distributionmoments
3.1.1. General features
Calculation results forP(θ, t), in the region of the half-revival of a rotational wavepacket calculated for butadiene
under typical experimental conditions, have already been illustrated infigure 3. The axis distributions were
mapped in bothCartesian and polar space, and also expressed in terms of the associated second-order alignment
metrics, θ〈 〉tcos ( , )2 and A t( )2,0 , in figure 4. As discussed above, and clear from the complex angular structure
visible infigure 3, a full description of P(θ, t) requires higher-ordermoments of the axis distribution to be taken
into account. Figure 5 illustrates this point with the temporal evolution of all ADMs up toK=40 for this axis
distribution. As already notedw.r.t. the P(θ, t) distributions, in this case it is clear that the degree of alignment is
high, andmany terms inK are significant in the A t( )K Q, expansion around the half-revival. Away from the peaks
of the revival the degree of alignment is still high, due to an effectiveDC contribution toP(θ, t), although there
are also high-frequency temporalmodulations, particularly visible at the poles of theP(θ, t) distribution.

The A t( )K Q, which parametrize the full P(θ, t) distribution also show complex behaviour, as expected from
the formofP(θ, t). Sincewe are concernedwith the coupling of the aligned distribution—parametrized as a set
of A t( )K Q, —into an observable, we discuss here the evolution of the axis distribution in terms of the A t( )K Q,

rather than the underlying rotational wavepacket.We also focus on the comparison of the higher-order terms
withK=2, since this corresponds to themost often usedmetric of alignment.

At themain peak of the alignment, ∼t 59 ps, all of the terms up to ≃K 24 peak, reflecting themaximal axis
alignment obtained at the half-revival. Thewidths of the features reveal amore complex temporal dependence of
different order terms, with a narrowing of the revival peak at higherK. Immediately before and after this feature,
at around ∼t 58 and ∼t 60 ps respectively, the traces show additional satellite features appearing at higherK.
The satellite features around the half-revival have the effect of blurring out the anti-alignment features, relative
toK=2, hencewould potentially reduce the observable contrast of the revival for an observable sensitive to
higher-order terms as compared to a low-order observable. In general, it is clear that onewould expect
observables which couple to different order terms to exhibit different revival contrast andmarkedly different
temporal evolution. Finally, it is worth noting that the frequency content of the distribution also scales withK
(this is a direct consequence of termswith high ΔJ preferentially coupling into higher-ordermoments of the
distribution). A high-ordermeasurement away from the revival peakmay, therefore, be difficult to interpret in
terms of the expected (typically low-order) response and the complex temporal responsemay even be dismissed
as experimental noise9.

As comparedwith θ〈 〉tcos ( , )2 , there is significantlymore temporal structure in the higher-orderK terms
which is not coupled into θ〈 〉tcos ( , )2 . This is clear from comparison offigure 4, which shows the direct
correspondence between θ〈 〉tcos ( , )2 and A t( )2,0 . This follows from the overlap integral of equation (11) which,
for n=2,will bemost significant forK=2. Furthermore, the first few terms inK have similar temporal response
toK=2, and smallermagnitudes. The net result is that any contributions to the θ〈 〉tcos ( , )2 line-shape from
these ADMswill have only aminimal effect on the overall temporal profile, and the θ〈 〉tcos ( , )2 metric can be
considered as essentially equivalent to A t( )2,0 in this case, as stated earlier (section 2.3)without explanation.

9
Theremay also be a slight increase in numerical noise in the calculations for higher-order terms, although the smooth and explicable

behaviour of the A t( )K Q, as a function ofK implies this does not have a significant effect.
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Itmay be concluded that, in general, a highly-aligned ensemblewill contain high-order A t( )K Q, (effectively
by definition), regardless of the precise details of themolecule under study. An appreciation for the coupling of
this ensemble into themeasurement is, therefore, essential for an understanding of experimental results. In
particular, analysis of results based solely on θ〈 〉tcos ( , )2 will generally not be sufficient for interpretation of
experimental data, even at a phenomenological level, beyond the simplest single-photon ionization yield probe
scheme.

3.1.2. Resonant transitions
In order to treat the case of 1 + 1’REMPI, we consider distributions θ′∥P t( , ) and θ′⊥P t( , ) following parallel and
perpendicular bound–bound transitions respectively, obtained via equations (26) and (27). These distributions
are shown infigure 6. The parallel transition enhances the alignment, with a slight sharpening of the distribution
at the poles (see figure 3), asmight be intuitively expected from the formof equation (26).However, the
perpendicular transition significantly changes the axis alignment. This is also an intuitive result: essentially the
perpendicular transition couples preferentially to axes aligned in the x y( , )plane, thus addressing only
population away from the poles (z-axis) of the initial distribution. Consequently the peaks in the distribution are
shifted both spatially (into the (x y, ) plane) and temporally, with the peak in the (x, y) plane of θ′⊥P t( , )

Figure 5.ADMexpansion for calculated P(θ, t) as shown infigure 3. For clarity each plot shows onlyfive A t( )K ,0 terms, and the
expansion inK is only shownup toK=40.
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correspondingwith the anti-alignment feature in the initial P(θ, t). As a consequence of the coupling, the high-
order oscillations in the x y( , )plane are, in effect, amplified.

Figure 7 illustrates these effects in terms of the ADMs and shows the A t( )K Q, , up toK=10, for both cases. In
particular the effect of a parallel transition is to raise the second-ordermoment (K=2) of the distribution, while
a perpendicular transitionwill decrease the second-ordermoment. The temporal profiles are also affected, with
the additionalmodulations appearing leading to significant temporal asymmetry in theK=2 traces, particularly
in the case of a perpendicular transition. Essentially the effect of the transition is tomix higher-order terms into a
givenK; for example the A t( )2,0 trace for θ′∥P t( , )has characteristics of both A t( )2,0 and A t( )4,0 of the initial P(θ,
t)—this can be seen by comparison offigures 5 and 7 (top panel). Because single photon ionization is only
sensitive toK=0, 2 terms of the aligned ensemble, as discussed above, the resonant excitation step has the effect
of allowingK=4 terms from the initial P(θ, t) to contribute to this observable since these are nowmixed into the
A t( )2,0 ADMs for the excited state distribution P′(θ, t).

Again, in general one can conclude from this discussion that formore complex ionization processes higher-
order terms become necessary to understand and interpret experimental results. In particular the perpendicular
case illustrates how a process with strong selection rules (i.e. a highly directional response to themolecular axis
alignment) acts as a strong filter on the initially prepared axis distribution. In themost general case of
multiphoton ionization, wheremultiple resonancesmay be accessed sequentially or via different competing
ionization pathways, it is clear that a very complex P′(θ, t)may be createdwhich has little obvious
correspondence to the initially prepared P(θ, t) and, without some appreciation of the underlying probe process,
the temporal response of the observablemay be inexplicable.

Figure 6. θ′P t( , ) following (a) parallel and (b) perpendicular bound–bound transitions. These distributions are based on the initial
distribution, P(θ, t), as shown infigure 3.
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3.2. Angle-integrated observables
3.2.1. One-photon ionization yields
Wefirst consider some limiting cases in order to investigate the response of the time-resolved photoelectron
yield, β t( )0,0 , toP(θ, t).We consider the case of (a) one-photon ionization from the rotationally-excited ground

state, (b) one-photon ionization following a parallel ( θcos ( )2 ) resonant excitation and (c) one-photon
ionization following a perpendicular ( θsin ( )2 ) resonant excitation. The calculated P(θ, t) and the extracted
A t( )K Q, for these cases have already been shown in figures 3, 5, 6 and 7, and discussed above. In all cases we
assume that the probe (ionization) pulse polarization is parallel to the pump (alignment) pulse polarization, i.e.
Θ=0. For the excitation step the laser pulse polarization is assumed to be either parallel or perpendicular to the
alignment pulse polarization, as appropriate for the excitation, and its effect is treated geometrically (no
temporal evolution of thewavepacket in the excited state) as discussed in section 2.4.3

The dipolematrix elements in equation (13) typically represent unknown quantities. In order to explore
limitations on the ionization yield we consider the yield as a function of the parallel versus perpendicular
ionization cross-sections (σ∥ andσ⊥). Specifically, in the case of butadiene—which is used here as an exemplar
system—ionization of the S2 excited state inC h2 symmetry leads to allowed continuum symmetries ofAg andBg
character for parallel and perpendicular ionization events respectively (see appendix B for details). The effect of
varying the ratio of the ionizationmatrix elements is shown infigure 8.Here thematrix elements were set as

∑≡ = + − ±Γμ ΓD D D Dq r r( ) (0) (1 ) ( 1)hl
q

m l m l
A

m l
Bg g

and all symmetry-allowed terms, up to =l 4max , were included and set to unity. Thematrix elements were

further re-normalized such that∣∑ ∣ =∣ ∣ Db (0) 1l m m l m
A

m l
A

,
2g g and∣∑ ± ∣ =∣ ∣ Db ( 1) 1l m m l m

B
m l
B

,
2g g . Hence r=1

corresponds to theAg continuumonly, and a purely parallel ionization event in theMF, while r=0 corresponds
to theBg continuumand a purely perpendicular ionization. Interestingly, the same type of calculation can also be
used to extract the ratio of thematrix elements from experimental data byfitting of thematrix elements [30],
although, due to the structure of equation (13), and as emphasized in equation (17), the β t( )0,0 are sensitive only
to the amplitudes of each l (although can contain cross-terms in λ), so phase information between different l is
not defined, and cannot be obtained, from this observable alone.

These results—figure 8(a)—show quantitatively a number of features whichmight intuitively be expected.
The ionization yield is sensitive only to A t( )2,0 , as shown in equation (17). For the purely parallel case (r=1), the
A t( )2,0 ismapped faithfully (this is shown in detail infigure 9(a)), while the purely perpendicular case (r=0)

Figure 7. A t( )K Q, following one-photon excitation (shown for ⩽K 10).
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shows an inverted trace, essentiallymapping θ〈 〉tsin ( , )2 . Additionally, the total yield is decreased in the
perpendicular case due to the geometry—P(θ, t) is heavily peaked along the z-axis as shown infigure 3, so the
axis distribution geometrically favours q=0 transitionswhich are parallel to themolecular axis, hence aligned
near to the LF z-axis. Between these limits, < <r0 1, the ionization yield is less sensitive to the axis distribution,
and even shows regions of no sensitivity where the balance of parallel and perpendicular components is such that
there is no observablemodulation in the yield. In otherwords, these are regionswhere there is no angular
dependence for a second-order observable due to the equalmagnitudes of parallel and perpendicular ionization
cross-sections. The import of this is that, for a givenmolecule, it is possible that an observable sensitive to only
the lowest order ADMshows no alignment dependence, despite the presence of an aligned distribution (see
measuring atmagic angle in order to cancel out θcos ( )2 terms). Since this depends on amolecular property—the
details of the ionizationmatrix elements—it is generally out of the control of the experimentalist, andmay not
be anticipated a priori unless themolecule under study is alreadywell-characterized. Such a situation becomes
less likely as higher-ordermoments are coupled to the observable.

Ionization yields following one-photon excitation,figures 8(b) and (c), show similar behaviour, with the
main difference appearing due to changes in the temporal line-shapes of θ′P t( , ) as discussed in section 3.1.2.
The parallel yield following a parallel excitation, i.e. ionization of the distribution θ′∥P t( , )with r=1, is larger for
all t (relative to case (a)), and is notmodulated as strongly around the revival feature; conversely the
perpendicular yield is reduced relative to case (a). The opposite is seen following a perpendicular excitation, i.e.
ionization of the distribution θ′⊥P t( , ) (case (c)), which enhances the yield in the case of perpendicular
ionization, and reduces it for parallel ionization. In both cases (b) and (c) this effect is due to the coupling of
K=4 terms from the initial axis distribution into the observable, as discussed above (section 2.4.3), and
consequently also results inmore complex temporal evolution of the signal, as would be expected from the form
of the A t( )K Q, (figure 5). Despite this additional term, there are still values of rwhere the yield shows very little
sensitivity to theADMs, although thewidth of this region of r-space appears significantly reduced in the
perpendicular case.

3.2.2.Multi-photon ionization yields
In themultiphoton case, as detailed in section 2.4.2, the expectation is for higher-order A t( )K Q, terms to become
significant as the photon order of the process increases. This behaviour is illustrated infigure 9 forN=1− 3, and
compared directly with the contributing A t( )K Q, . In these calculations r=1, hence the ionization is purely

Figure 8. Limiting cases for one-photon ionization of an aligned distribution. Calculations are based on (a) calculated P(θ, t), (b)
θ′∥P t( , ) for an excited state populated via a parallel one-photon transition and (c) θ′⊥P t( , ) for an excited state populated via a

perpendicular one-photon transition. Ionizationmatrix elements are set such that r=0 corresponds to a purely perpendicular
ionization event, and r=1 a purely parallel ionization.
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parallel and, as for the one-photon case above, the probe and alignment pulse polarization are parallel (Θ= 0).
The line-outs showhow the total ionization yield drops as a function ofN, and also how the line-shapes change
as couplings with largerK become allowed. Comparison of β t( )0,0 with A t( )K Q, clearly shows that the line-

shapes contain contributions from A t( )K Q, up to =K N2max (see also equation (25)): there is a narrowing of the
features observed over the revival, and an increased complexity and temporal asymmetry to the line-shape as a
function ofN (equivalently as a function ofKmax), as already observed in the ADMs (section 3.1.1). The
oscillations away from the revival also increase, again as expected from the A t( )K Q, traces. Naturally, the exact
couplingwill depend on both r (as illustrated for the one-photon case in the preceding section) andΘ (see
below), but these general features will likely be apparent to some degree in anN-photon observable.

3.3. Angle-resolved observables
3.3.1. Angle-resolved ionization yields
Angle-resolvedmeasurements, based on the response of the ionization yield to the probe polarization, are given
by β Θ t( , )0,0 as defined in equation (25). This is essentially the same observable as discussed above—the total
ionization yield, angle-integratedw.r.t. the photoelectron—except thatmeasurements aremade as a function of
pump–probe polarization geometry, i.e. the angleΘ, as illustrated infigure 1(d).

Figure 10 shows surface plots for of β Θt( ; )0,0 forN=1− 8 andΘ= 0, 0.45, 0.95 rad (0°, 26°, 54°)
respectively (all other parameters were the same as those used in section 3.2.2); the data is re-normalized for each
N to emphasize the changes in the line-shapes independently of the total yield. For ease of comparison, panel (a)
shows the same results asfigure 9 forN=1− 3, and the narrowing of the features withN, as discussed above, is
again very clear. In cases (b) and (c) very different surfaces are observed, as expected from equation (25). The
line-shapes aremore complex, and this is particularly apparent in the splitting of themain feature observed for

>N 3 infigure 10(b). Aswould also be expected, the 54° case shows reduced contrast as the aligned distribution
is now rotated by close toπ 4 from the probe pulse, hence the probe nowmaps a combination of θ〈 〉cos ( )K and

Figure 9. β Θt( ; )0,0 forN-order ionization processes. (Left column) β Θ =t( ; 0)0,0 forN=1− 3 and (right column) A t( )K ,0 for
=K N2max .
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θ〈 〉sin ( )K . ForN=3 infigure 9(b) andN=4 infigure 9(c) a decreased sensitivity to alignment is observed. This
is, presumably, due to themost geometrically significant A t( )K Q, term (most strongly coupled according to
equation (25)) coming close to itsmagic angle, butmay also be due to the distinctΘ-dependence of different
order terms leading to regionswhere contrast is washed out. This is essentially the same effect discussed above,
and shown infigure 9(c) forΘ=0 andN=3, inwhich the t-dependence, rather thanΘ-dependence, of different
terms led to a decrease in revival contrast.

To further visualize this behaviour, figure 11 shows full surfaces of ΘI t( , ) forN=1− 3 in polar form. These
plots showmore clearly the narrowing of the observed distributions at the poles asN increases. Comparisonwith

Figure 10. β Θt( ; )0,0 forN-order ionization processes. (a)β Θ =t( ; 0)0,0 for = −N 1 8, (b) as (a) butΘ = 0.45 rad, (c) as (a) but
Θ = 0.95 rad. The surface plots are re-normalized to the peak of the signal for eachN to emphasize the temporal behaviour.
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figure 3(b) shows that the narrowing of the equator, as well as the increased spatial and temporal complexity,
of higherN cases approach the full P(θ, t) surface—a direct result of higher A t( )K Q, terms becoming coupled
into the observable, hence an increase in information content orfidelity w.r.t. the axis distribution. In this
context, themost direct and detailed experimentalmeasure formapping an aligned distribution should
be amulti-photon probe of high order, with terms up to =K N2max present in the observable in

Figure 11.Polar plots of ΘI t( , ) forN=1− 3.
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a—relatively—transparentmanner, provided that theΘ-dependence of the probe process (i.e. the ionization
matrix elements) is well-defined as in this illustration.

3.3.2. PADs
Aswas the case for theN-photon ionization yields discussed above, PADs can be considered as high-order
observables withmany β t( )L M, contributing to the observable. Hence, as indicated in equation (13),many

A t( )K Q, may bemapped by the PAD. In terms of phenomenology, the extra sensitivity of the observed PAD to
both the amplitudes and phases of the ionizationmatrix elementsmakes it difficult to choose realistic
representative values for use in limiting case calculations. In this case we simply use the same limiting cases as
above, i.e. +A Bg g continuum functionswith amplitudes set to unity and phases set to zero, and explore the
observables as a function of r. Generally, one could hope to obtain thematrix elements from experimental
measurements of PADs if the alignment is known [8, 30, 31]; conversely, one could also use experimentally-
measured PADs tomap alignment in the case where the ionizationmatrix elements are known [27, 58].

Figure 12 shows examples of β Θ =t( ; 0)L M, calculated for these example cases, as a function of r as per the

results discussed in section 3.2.1 and shown infigure 8. Similarly to the ΘI t( , ) forN-photon ionization
discussed above, higher-order L terms couple to higher-orderK, resulting inmore complex line-shapes which
map primarily different A t( )K Q, as a function of L. One immediate result is that, with the exception of r=0.5 and
L=6, there are no regions totally insensitive to the axis alignment in this case, in contrast to the L=0 results
shown infigure 8(a). Additionally, the higher-order terms are sensitive to the phases of the ionizationmatrix
elements, sowill display amuch enhanced sensitivity tomolecular properties (e.g. vibronic dynamics) as
compared to the yields (L=0) alone. Another interesting observation in this particular case is that the temporal
peak in the β t( )2,0 (at the half-revival) does notmove significantly with r, although it does narrow and shift

slightly. This is very different to the ionization yield, where the observable essentiallymapped A t( )2,0 for r= 1
(parallel ionization) but was inverted for r=0 (perpendicular ionization), hence the half-revival feature
appeared out of phase for r=0 as compared to r=1 (see figure 8(a)).However, for the β t( )4,0 very different

behaviour is observed, and there is a significant temporal shift in themain feature as a function of r, although the
switch is not abrupt and does not occur at r=0.5 as is the case for the yield (and as onemight intuitively expect).
Naturally, the specific details of these types of behaviour are highly dependent on the ionizationmatrix elements,

Figure 12. β Θ =t( ; 0)L M, for one-photon ionization, with (a) L=2, (b) L=4 and (c) L=6;M=0 in all cases. Ionizationmatrix
elements are set such that r=0 corresponds to a purely perpendicular ionization event, and r=1 a purely parallel ionization, as per
results already presented for L=0 (ionization yield) infigure 8.
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but in general it is clear that amore complex temporal response is expected regardless of the exact details of the
ionizationmatrix elements.

To further emphasize the sensitivity of the PADs to the ADMs, figures 13 and 14 show selected βL M, (L=2

and L= 4) for ionization following one-photon absorption, for a parallel (i.e. axis distribution given by θ′∥P t( , ))

and perpendicular (i.e. axis distribution given by θ′⊥P t( , )) absorption; in the following discussionwe denote the

β t( )L M, correlated to these cases as β ∥ t( )L M, and β ⊥ t( )L M, respectively. As expected, all of the βL M, respond to the

change in theADMs following absorption, and aremuchmore sensitive to the details of the axis distribution
than the yields alone (section 3.2.1). In particular:

• Higher-order terms becomemore strongly coupled. This is apparent from, for instance, the appearance of
strongmodulations in the β t( )2,0 around 40–45 ps, far from themain half-revival feature, and the increase in

contrast of such features in the β4,0.

Figure 13. β Θ =∥ t( ; 0)L M, for one-photon ionization, following parallel excitation, with (a) L=2, (b) L=4;M=0 in all cases.
Ionizationmatrix elements are set such that r=0 corresponds to a purely perpendicular ionization event, and r=1 a purely parallel
ionization, as per results already presented infigures 8 and 12.

Figure 14. β Θ =⊥ t( ; 0)L M, for one-photon ionization, following perpendicular excitation, with (a) L=2, (b) L=4; M=0 in all cases.
Ionizationmatrix elements are set such that r=0 corresponds to a purely perpendicular ionization event, and r=1 a purely parallel
ionization, as per results already presented infigures 8, 12 and 13.
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• The range andmagnitudes of the βL M, change. Interestingly, for the set ofmatrix elements used here, β ∥ t( )2,0

has only negative values for all (t, r), while the sign of β ⊥ t( )2,0 changes at ∼r 0.5 (except at the half-revival

feature). In both cases the average value of β t( )2,0 for a given r is significantly different from ionization of the

initial distribution P(θ, t); the range of βL M, values is similar for ionization ofP(θ, t) and θ′∥P t( , ), although

offset, butmuch reduced for θ′⊥P t( , ) (this is particularly evident for β ⊥ t( )4,0 ). Experimentally this would

mean less significant changes in the time-resolved PADswould be observed in the latter case.

• The position of the temporalmaxima, as noted above,move only slightly as a function of r for β t( )2,0 , but do

move significantly for β t( )4,0 . Additionally, for β ∥ t( )2,0 , thewidth andmagnitude of the temporalmaxima at

the half-revival is almost constant for all r; this is quite distinct from the other cases.

• For β ⊥ t( )4,0 the line-shapes over the half-revival aremore complex for all r, this is distinct from the behaviour

observed for β ∥ t( )4,0 and all L=2 cases, for which the half-revival features remain qualitatively similar in

temporal complexity to the unexcited case. This change therefore reflects both the significant change in the
ADMs for θ′⊥P t( , ) (see figure 7) and the enhanced coupling to higher-order ADMs for L=4 as compared
to L=2.

These specific features indicate how complex the response of the β t( )L M, may be in any given case, with the

temporal response reflecting both the ionizationmatrix elements and theADMs.However, we again emphasize
that one can begin to build some intuition on how these observablesmay respond phenomenologically to the
ADMs and the experimental configuration in general terms, even if the precise details aremolecule dependent.
In this regard it is clear that onemight expect a strong response tomolecular alignment in all β t( )L M, as

compared to the ionization yield (even in cases where the yield is insensitive to alignment), and that higher-order
termswill contain higher-frequency components due to the coupling to higher-order ADMs.

Thismapping has been discussed extensively by Seideman and co-workers (e.g. [30, 31]), including the
possibility of extracting ionizationmatrix elements via fitting experimental data in this case. From an
experimental perspective,measuring PADsmay therefore be useful for characterizing alignment and ionization
dynamics, but requires a rather involved analysis due to the high information content and complexity of the
coupling [8].However, the benefit of suchmeasurements is precisely this high information content, so in some
cases this effort is worthwhile. Similarly, in experiments where PADs are used as probes for othermolecular
properties (for a recent review of applications, see [59]), it is clear that the effect of rotational dynamicsmust be
carefully considered precisely due to this complexity.

4.Discussion and conclusions

In general, from an experimental perspective, one can draw several qualitative conclusions from the results
presented here, some obvious and some not so. Firstly, regardless of the degree of alignment achieved in a
specific case, there is always the possibility that a given observable is insensitive to the alignment. In such cases
onewould often conclude that the experimental set-up isflawed in someway; however, as demonstrated in
figure 8, at least in the one-photon case, there is a reasonable chance that the sensitivity of the photoelectron yield
to alignment is small, or non-existent; for higher-order observables this is less probable, but contrast over the
features of a revivalmay still be poor. Secondly, an observable sensitive to high-order termsmay appear highly
temporally structured, which could be inexplicable or even be attributed to experimental noise when considered
in terms of expectations based on typical θ〈 〉tcos ( , )2 line-shapes but, if reproducible, is likely a valid result due
to coupling of higher-order ADMs as illustrated infigure 5. Thirdly, high-order observables are required in
order tomap aligned distributions in detail, andmulti-photon ionization is probably the cleanest probe to use to
achieve the goal ofmapping such distributions via ionizationmeasurements.

Finally, following directly from these points, it is worth highlighting again that the low-ordermetrics in
wide-spread use to describe aligned distributions (i.e. θ〈 〉tcos ( , )2 ) are of limited utility for a detailed description
of the aligned distribution—and, consequently, the observable—in any case where higher-order terms are
coupled to the observable under study. Experimentally, although onemay not be interested in the details of the
rotational wavepacket per-say, optimization ofmolecular axis alignment and appreciation of the effects itmay
have on an observable are certainly prerequisites to an optimalmeasurement, and for obtaining results which
can be qualitatively, or even quantitatively, interpreted in terms of themolecular behaviour under study; clearly,
even broad expectations about how a given signalmay look are useful in this regard. These conclusions are also
especially relevant to experiments aimed atmeasuring properties approaching theMF, since the coupling of the
alignmentmoments of the distributionmay be different from the trueMF result even in the case of a high degree
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of alignment, and for time-resolved experiments where the time-scale of the evolution of the rotational
distribution relevant to the experiment will depend onwhich alignmentmoments couple to the observable.

As a concrete example of this latter point, consider PADs obtained via a time-resolved pump–probe
methodology,measuredwith the aimof studying the excited statemolecular dynamics from a ‘fixed-in-space’
molecule [10, 60, 61]. In this case onemust be careful tomake pump–probemeasurements on time-scales over
which the alignment can be considered static, hence the temporal evolution of the rotational wavepacket will not
play a role in the observable. However, what this time-scale is will depend on both the observable (i.e. whether
higher-order terms play a role, see figure 5) and the details of the rotational wavepacket prepared, since a
narrower rotational wavepacket will have broader temporal features (combinedwith a lower degree of
alignment). This time-scale, in some cases,may be≪ 1ps, which is typical of the time-scales of (vibronic)
molecular dynamics investigated in such pump–probemeasurements, but is usually assumed to be ‘safe’w.r.t.
the time-scale of rotational wavepacket evolution.Without such considerationsmisleading conclusions are
likely with, for example, alignment-mediated signal decays interpreted as state lifetimes, or changes in angle-
resolved observables interpreted purely in terms of vibrational or electronic wavepacket evolution.
Unfortunately such considerations do nothing tomake alignment experiments easier, but do promise thatmore
detailed and precisemeasurements can bemade.

For completeness we reiterate that the treatment presented herein assumes a perturbative ionization regime
(laser intensity≲1011W cm−2), which in practicemay be broken by the laser fields required to drive the high-
ordermulti-photon processes of the kind suggested above formapping aligned distributions. In such cases there
may bemodification of the rotational wavepacket during the ionization process, as well as the possibility of other
strong-field effects; such considerations will naturally be verymuchmolecule and laser wavelength dependent
[62]. In general it should however be possible to drive few-photon processes, particularly in theUV,with
perturbative fields, and some recent examples illustrating typical experimental conditions which drove various
multi-photon processes in this regime can be found in [63–65].Other recent work, [66], has demonstrated the
possibility of combining perturbative and non-perturbative treatments at different photon-orders as one
method of efficiently incorporating intra-pulse dynamics driven by an IR field in themoderate intensity regime
1012–1013W cm−2) into photoionization calculations, hence presents a possiblemeans to extend a geometric
multi-photon treatment to the non-perturbative regime.

In this work various observables pertaining to single or few-photon ionization have been considered but,
more generally, the same conclusions apply to other types ofmeasurement, such asCoulomb explosion, high-
harmonic generation [27] and x-ray diffraction [67], as well asmore traditionalmeasurements such as
fluorescence. Of particular relevance in this regard is the recent article fromRamakrishna and Seideman [27],
which explicitly considers rotational wavepacket imaging via different observables (Raman-induced
polarization spectroscopy, one-photon ionization and high-harmonic generation) as a function of pump–probe
geometry, so is highly complementary to the observables considered in this work. Simply put, without a detailed
understanding of the couplings involved in ameasurement one cannot hope to understand the details of either
the prepared rotational wavepacket or the relation of the observable to the aligned distribution. This is an
obvious conclusion, but is often ignored in experimental analysis—even at the phenomenological level—for
reasons of simplicity. A recent illustration of the utility of amore complete experimental analysis is given in [15],
where the observation of high-order rotational revivals in the high-harmonic signal from an aligned ensemble
provided away to determine themaximumcontinuum electron angularmomentum, and further analysis also
allowed the determination of the relevantmatrix elements.

To summarize, in this workwe have considered the coupling of highly-structuredmolecular axis
distributions, typical of contemporary experiments utilizing strong IR pulses to prepare broad rotational
wavepackets, into various types of photoionizationmeasurement. The treatment highlighted the geometric
complexity of the axis distributions created, and the role of the probe interaction in terms of the geometric
coupling of the observable to theADMs. Insight into the response of the observables was discussed in general
terms, providing a phenomenology for a range of photoionization-basedmeasurement schemes.Most
generally, at a phenomenological level, this treatment indicates the types of complex behaviours whichmight be
expected from anymeasurement techniquewhich couples to high-order ADMs of an alignedmolecular
ensemble.
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AppendixA.Numerics

In the results detailed above, calculation of the axis alignment wasmade using code developed byCZBisgaard
[43], as part of thework ofHStaplefeldt’s group. In these calculations the light–matter interaction is treated via a
time-dependent Schrdinger equation (TDSE) formalism, inwhich the set of coupled differential equations are
solved numerically by an adaptive-stepCrank–Nicholson algorithm. This treatment requires knowledge of the
(static) polarizabilities and the rotational constants of themolecule of interest, and the rotational temperature to
determine the initial Boltzmann population of ∣ 〉JKM states.

TheHamiltonian for the interactionwith the laser pulse is given by [43]:

Δα θ α= + = + − − + ⊥( )H t H V t BJ A B J
E tˆ ( ) ˆ ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )

4
cos , (A1)zrot

2 2
2

2

whereA andB are rotational constants, E(t) is the (time-dependent) electric field, Δα is the difference between
the parallel (α∥) and perpendicular (α⊥) polarizabilities, and Ĵ and Ĵz are the usual rotational operators for total
rotational angularmomentum and its projection onto the z-axis respectively.

After the laser pulse the cJ coefficients, that is the populations of the rotational states comprising the full
rotational wavepacket, arefixed andfield-free evolution of thewavepacket is determined analytically by
equation (8). The axis distribution at time t is then calculated as per equation (6)which,making use of
equation (7), can bewritten as [43]:
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, are the (reduced)Wigner rotationmatrix elements.

In the calculations the upper limit for Jwas set by the approximate scaling law determined empirically [43]:

= − + +J I I0.35 9.2 30, (A3)max
2

where I is the pulse (peak) intensity (in units of TW cm−2).
Numerical results from a simplified version of this code, calculating only θ〈 〉tcos ( , )2 have previously been

tested for a variety of cases [25, 43]. In this work the numerics of the calculation of the full P(θ, t) calculation
were tested against the existing code by comparison of the θ〈 〉tcos ( , )2 parameters, i.e. bymaking use of
equations (9) for ‘direct’ and (10) for ‘indirect’ or geometric calculations. This procedure was also tested for
direct versus indirect calculation of θ〈 〉tcos ( , )4 , providing confidence in the reliability of all other higher-order
termswhichwere only extracted geometrically.

As noted above, in this workwe considered butadiene as our exemplar system. The relevantmolecular
properties are given in table A1, which provides the literature values and the symmetrized values used in our
calculations, which treat themolecule as a symmetric top. In this case, with theB andC rotational constants
within 10%, this should be a reasonable approximation but, naturally, the numerical results illustrated herewill
not show any effects associatedwith asymmetric top rotational wavepacket dynamics [68]. Typical experimental
conditionswere used in our calculations, with I=5 TW cm−2, τ=400 fs,Tr=2 K (rotational temperature).

Table A1.Molecular parameters for butadiene. Literature values are
taken fromCraig et al [69] (experimental rotational constants) and
Smith et al [70] (calculated static polarizabilities). Calculation col-
umn lists symmetrized values used in the rotational wavepacket
calculations.

Property Literature Calculation (symmetrized)

A 1.3903772(6)cm−1 1.3903772 cm−1

41.6831 GHz 41.6831 GHz

B 0.1478868(2)cm−1 0.1408 cm−1

4.4335 GHz 4.2211 GHz

C 0.1336949(3)cm−1 -

4.0081 GHz -

αzz 12.82 12.82

αxx 6.34 5.73

αyy 5.12 -
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These conditions were chosen to correspond to recent experimental work on butadiene (whichwill be discussed
in a later publication [42]). Extensive studies of rotational temperature effects and intensity averagingwere not
carried out in this case but, in general, it is expected that both effects will lead to a reduction in themaximum
alignment, and a smoothing out of the temporal profile.

Appendix B. Symmetry

Symmetry plays a role in determining the allowed transitionmatrix elements and continuumwavefunctions.
Herewe treat the case of butadiene in its equilibriumplanar geometry (C h2 ), relevant to recent time-resolved
experiments studying ultra-fast excited state dynamics from aligned butadiene, which utilized an IR alignment
pulse followed by a 1 + 1’ pump–probemeasurement around the peak of the half-revival, to populate the S2 state
and probe the vibronic dynamics ([42]). These symmetries were used in the limiting case calculations presented
in themain body of thismanuscript.

Table B1 lists symmetries for (a) states of interest, (b)multipoles and (c) dipole transitions. The dipole-
allowed →S S0 2 transition accessed experimentally is (x, y) polarized, i.e. perpendicular to themolecular axis, so

corresponds to a θsin2 excitation as detailed in section 2.4.3. The excited state axis distribution θ′⊥P t( , ) is,
therefore, distinctly different to the originally prepared P(θ, t). For one-photon ionization all dipole
polarizations are symmetry allowed, but correspond to different continuum symmetries, hence different partial
waves.

Ultra-fast population transfer from →S S2 1occurs in butadiene, and of particular note here is the switch
from →g u continua for →S D2 0 versus →S D1 0, corresponding to a switch from even to odd l. In this case one
would expect the PADs for these cases to be distinctly different.

As shown in table B1, the allowed continua correlate with different (l,m) even/odd combinations. To reduce
the number ofmatrix elements, linear combinations of±m can be used. In this case the λ

Γμbhl symmetrization

coefficients in equation (13) take values of 1 form=0, or1 2 for ≠m 0. The indices are then reduced to the set
Γ = A B{ , }g g , μ=1 (no degenerate symmetries present), = ∣ ∣h m and λ = ∣ ∣m .

AppendixC. Comparisonwith axis convolutionmethodology

Recent work has also considered a similar problem,where alignment was probedwith a strong IRfield
[20, 25, 71] or via high-harmonic generation [17]. In these cases the ionizationwas treated purely geometrically
as a (continuous) convolution of the form:

∬Θ θ Θ θ θ ϕ=I t P t S( , ) ( , ) ( ) sin ( )d d , (C1)

where ΘS ( )described the angular response of the signal to the angle between the aligning and probing laser
fields, e.g. the angle-resolved ionization yield, and is given by an expansion in Legendre polynomials in the usual
way:

Table B1.Butadiene symmetries and transitions. (a) State symmetries for thefirst three neutral states Sn, andfirst three ionic statesDn. (b)
Multipole symmetries inC h2 . Characters correlate with different combinations of l m( , ), denoted by even (e) or odd (o). Dipole transition
symmetries (l=1) are also explicitly given inCartesian form. (c) Allowed dipole transitions (one photon) and polarization, for bound–
bound transitions →S S0 2, and bound-free transitions toD0 (ionic ground state). Bound-free transitions are labelled according to the
continuum symmetry accessed for different dipole transition symmetries. As shown in (b), these symmetries correspond to different sets of
partial waves.

State Symmetry Character

Dipole

(Y m1 )

Multipole

(Ylm) S0 D0

(a) State symmetries (b)Multipole symmetries inC h2 (c)Dipole transitions

S0 Ag
1 Ag e, e S0 — Bu(z)

S1 Ag
1 Bg e, o — A x y( , )u

S2 Bu
1 Au z o, e S1 — Bu(z)

D0 Bg
2 Bu x y( , ) o, o — A x y( , )u

D1 Au
2 S2 — Ag(z)

D2 Ag
2 (x, y) B x y( , )g
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∑Θ Θ=S G P( ) ( ). (C2)
L

L L

Conceptually this treatment is very similar to that given here, see equations (20) and (24), but treats the
convolution numerically, and incoherently w.r.t. couplings between P(θ, t) and ΘS ( ), which are both here real
valued functions by definition. For a cylindrically symmetric distribution, inwhich all terms in equation (24) are
real, this simplification is valid.More generally (see equation (18)) this formalismwill not correspond to the
underlying (MF)properties of the signal, although itmay be possible tofind an angular response function ΘS ( )
which stillmodels the observed signal ΘI t( , ), as this has the formof a generic angular function. Therefore, an
empirical convolution of this form,whilemathematically valid in terms of the symmetry of the problem, should
be treatedwith care if one is interested in determining physicallymeaningful properties.

AppendixD. ComparisonwithCS2 formalism

In previouswork onmodelling the ionization of CS2, specific equationswere derived using a similar geometric
treatment of the ionization yields arising froma 1+ 1’REMPI process, for both parallel and perpendicular
excitation-probe geometries. The results were [10]:

θ ϕ θ θ= − +∥I I r( , ) ( 1) cos ( ) cos ( ) , (D1)0
4 2⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

θ ϕ θ θ ϕ θ ϕ= + − − −⊥I I r r( , ) cos ( ) ( 1) cos ( ) cos ( ) ( 1) cos ( ) cos ( ) , (D2)0
2 2 2 4 2⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

where θ ϕ∥I ( , ) and θ ϕ⊥I ( , ) are the angle-resolved ionization yields for a parallel and a perpendicular
excitation-probe polarization geometry respectively, the angles θ ϕ( , ) refer to the axis alignment relative to the
ionization frame, I0 is the total yield and r is the ratio of the parallel and perpendicular ionization dipole
moments (similar to the definition used in section 3.2.1):

μ

μ
= ∥

⊥
r . (D3)

2⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟

These equations show explicitly that θcos ( )4 terms contribute in this case. They also indicate the possibility
of obtaining r if the alignment distribution is known, or the alignment distribution if r is known; or, possibly,
fitting both in a self-consistentmanner, as was demonstrated in that case based on themeasured ratio of

θ ϕ〈 〉∥I ( , ) to θ ϕ〈 〉⊥I ( , ) for an unaligned distribution, and themeasured time-dependent yield for ionization

froman aligned distribution using a parallel polarization geometry, β ∥ t( )0,0 in our notation (equation (34)).
From themeasurement the details of the prepared distributionwere determined by the fitting procedure, where
the free parameters were the peak intensity of the alignment pulse and the rotational temperature used in the
rotational wavepacket calculations—hence the terms θ〈 〉tcos ( , )2 and θ〈 〉tcos ( , )4 were found by this fit. The
full axis distribution P(θ, t) based on the bestfit result was later used inmodelling of the PADs [60]. Althoughwe
have not derived equivalent equations, we note that the angular terms are of the same order as those appearing in
equations (34) and (35)when expressed in trigonometric form, so the formalismsmay be assumed to be
functionally identical.
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